TERMS OF REFERENCE: OBESITY HEALTH ALLIANCE
Last reviewed: February 2020
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BACKGROUND
Obesity Health Alliance (OHA) is a coalition of organisations who have joined together to
collectively to drive forward policy and societal change to address the epidemic of
overweight and obesity in the UK.
The Alliance is composed of leading national health charities, medical royal colleges,
campaign groups and membership bodies with an interest in health and public health. An
initial gathering of 17 organisations took place in July 2015 at the invitation of the Royal
College of Physicians, all of which agreed in principle to working together on obesity policy.
In November 2015 existing OHA members collectively identified 10 population level policy
interventions to reduce rates of overweight and obesity across the life course, and address
the social inequality and cultural differences in overweight and obesity prevalence. These are
outlined in the joint position statement, available here. The joint position statement is
reviewed every two years.
The Obesity Health Alliance confirmed its official name on the 14th January 2016.
A full list of members is available here.
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OVERARCHING AIMS
The aim of OHA is to bring together a range of organisations to share expertise, propose
evidence-based solutions, influence and hold to account the decision-makers who are
accountable for the public health of the population.
The Alliance supports the long term goal of tackling obesity across the life course, which
includes addressing the social inequality and cultural differences in overweight and obesity
prevalence.
To support these aims, OHA Steering Group sets strategic objectives which are supported by
collective tactical activity. Based on existing resource, at any one time the OHA works on
three priority policy areas, as recommended by the Steering Group and agreed by members
at the Annual General Meetings. These are policy areas where there is broad support among
members and the right political environment for policy change.
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MEMBERSHIP
OHA is made up of the following groups:
(1) The Steering Group: This was established following the stakeholder meeting in
November 2015. These organisations invest staff time, resources or finances to support
the continuation of the alliance and provide oversight and guidance to the secretariat.
The maximum number of Steering Group members at any time is nine and the minimum
is seven.
From 2019 membership of the Steering Group will be reviewed on a three yearly basis
with existing members asked to renew their membership based on their ability to
provide relevant strategic direction and significant resource to the OHA. If a vacancy on
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the Steering Group arises, OHA members will be asked to submit an expression of
interest to be considered by the remaining Steering Group members. Where possible,
the make-up of the Steering Group should be representative of the make-up of wider
members with a range of different types of organisations.
The Steering Group currently comprises:
 British Heart Foundation
 British Medical Association
 Cancer Research UK
 Children’s Food Campaign
 Diabetes UK
 Faculty of Public Health
 Royal College of Paediatrics and Child Health
 Royal College of Physicians
The Steering Group may also invite specialist advisors to join the Steering Group on a
permanent or ad hoc basis.
Specialist advisors
 Professor John Wass
(2) Members: This refers to organisations which have committed to working together as
part of the alliance and have signed up to support the ten policy priorities. ‘Members’
also includes the members of the Steering Group.
(3) Sub-groups: The OHA has three sub-groups covering policy, public affairs and
communications. These are working groups made up of specialist representatives from
member organisations and they deliver tactical activity on behalf of the alliance. Subgroups are open to all member organisations.
(4) Associated organisations: These are organisations which support the goals of OHA but
are not able to feed into the policy development. This also includes organisations that
are not able to fully support the joint policy position statement. The secretariat keeps
them up to date on OHA activity, including by copying into all member emails when
appropriate.
This group comprises:
 Local Government Association
 NHS England
 Public Health England
 Obesity Action Scotland
 National Obesity Forum
 Jamie Oliver Ltd
Benefits of Membership
OHA brings together a wide range of organisations with differing expertise and knowledge.
By working together, members benefit from knowledge sharing and can achieve more than
acting in isolation. The strength and credibility of the expert collective voice makes it more
powerful with stakeholders.


Influence: working in partnership with some of the most influential organisations means
we have the credibility to influence at all levels. Members of the OHA Steering Group
regularly meet with policymakers and parliamentarians as representatives of OHA and
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are obliged to share insight and information from these meetings with members (on
request) and using it to shape and strengthen our activity. By speaking as one voice on
key issues to policy makers and the media we can strengthen our influence.
Information: the wide range of our members means we can draw on the broadest level
of expertise and experience to strengthen our work. Coordination across OHA means we
can reduce duplication of activity allowing each organisation to focus their resources on
where they can add the most value.

Membership of OHA brings the following specific benefits to individual organisations:
 Regular information updates on policy development and other news relating to
obesity
 Detailed, evidence based policy briefings on priority areas
 Member logos included on letters to policymakers and press releases (where
appropriate)
 Opportunities to attend meetings with policymakers (where agenda is focused on
particular area of expertise for member organisations)
 Template consultation responses
 Support and amplification of member organisation activity
 Coordination opportunities between member organisations

Addition of New Members
OHA accepts new members, subject to approval of the Steering Group.
OHA welcomes membership enquiries from organisations which:
 Agree and support the OHA joint policy position statement
 Are committed to working in respectful and constructive partnership with other
organisations within OHA and respect any parameters put in place regarding sharing
of confidential information (e.g. not breaking embargos or passing on information to
non OHA members)
 Have an independent voice from the food, drinks or weight management industry
and can declare to OHA Steering Group any direct or indirect funds received from the
food, drinks or weight management industry and can demonstrate they have clear
policies in place to ensure complete separation of these relationships and policy
position development
 Can demonstrate their commitment to working within the parameters of evidence
based public health measures
 Are registered with the Charity Commission or are a social enterprise who do not
make a profit from obesity
Interested organisations who meet the conditions above will be asked to complete a short
information form to be used by the Steering Group as due diligence to consider membership
requests. Prospective members may be asked to provide additional information if the
Steering Group have additional questions or concerns about their ability to meet the above
conditions.
We do not currently accept new members who represent commercial organisations.
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FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTIONS
Member organisations are asked to make financial contributions to fund the running costs of
the OHA. The suggested donation is £1,000 per annum.
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These contributions will be used to fund:
 The post of Alliance Lead and supporting staff to develop policy and coordinate
activity
 Operational costs (e.g. room hire, travel tickets)
 Website hosting and development
 Activity delivery costs (e.g. public polling, events or other activity to deliver the work
plan as directed by the Steering Group)
Members can choose to make an annual contribution or to support specific activity costs. We
also recognise that members may provide ‘in-kind’ support such as staff time, facilities and
other non-financial contributions of value.
The Steering Group may also seek external funding from Trusts, Foundations and other
funding sources. We do not accept funding from corporate bodies associated with food,
drink, weight management or pharmaceutical industries.
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CONFLICT OF INTEREST
(1) Member relationships with industry
We recognise that some of our members have transparent and cooperative relationships
with corporate partners in the food and drink industry. To ensure transparency and manage
any conflicts of interest, all organisations seeking membership to the OHA should declare to
the Steering Group any joint partnerships with, or resources (financial or otherwise) received
knowingly from the food, drink and weight management industries (see appendix 1 for our
working definitions of these industries).
A member information form is required from all existing and prospective OHA members
which includes a conflict of interest section where organisations should declare income from
the food, drink and weight management industries and detail any restrictions around how
this funding is spent. This form should be submitted to the secretariat annually. Members
have a duty to declare any new partnerships that could be seen as a reputational risk
throughout the year.
Members will be expected to provide detail and evidence of the following:
 What policies are in place to ensure complete separation of partnership and policy
position
 How Trustee conflicts of interest are reported and managed
We rely on members to be transparent and advise us of any information regarding current or
previous partnerships where there may be a perceived conflict of interest. It is up to members
to make a call on what level of information and detail they provide based on the size and
structure of their organisation. Questions or concerns can be discussed with the OHA Lead
The Steering Group reserves the right to decline or terminate membership to any
organisation receiving support from the food and drink industry that is considered by the
Steering Group where there is felt to be a wider reputational risk to the OHA.
(2) OHA relationships with industry
The OHA does not directly engage with the food and drinks industry at this point. We will
consider attending events at which industry are in attendance, but that are organised and
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facilitated by independent bodies, such as an All-Party Parliamentary Group or think tank on
a case by case basis.
We recognise that individual members may choose to engage with industry in line with their
organisational principles. We welcome and can facilitate information sharing between
members about industry insights and meeting outcomes.
This position will be reviewed on a yearly basis or more frequently in response to the
changing policy environment – e.g. as part of Government led model to tackle policy
priorities where industry are stakeholders such as marketing or reformulation.
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ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Principles
Individual organisations are at liberty to follow their own policy positions and campaigns, but
agree to follow shared OHA messaging when speaking on behalf of the OHA, in order to
maximise message impact. Where organisation’s own policies on overweight and obesity
deviate from OHA policy members should flag this to the Steering Group.
OHA members will support and disseminate the messages set out in the joint policy position
statement on obesity. Members are expected to alert the Steering Group to any public
statements or activity they are making that conflict with the OHA joint policy position
statement. They should provide as much notice as possible.
Where there are areas of disagreement between organisations, members will attempt to
resolve disagreements respectfully in private rather than in the public domain.
Members agree to keep information shared by the OHA secretariat, Steering Group or other
members confidential and not share member updates with individuals or groups outside of
the OHA.

The Steering Group
 To be accountable for leading strategy and governance of the OHA.
 To contribute significant staff time, resources and financial contributions in order to
ensure the continuation of the OHA.
 To lead the development of OHA policy, communications and influencing activity.
Any contentious or divisive issues, or any substantive changes in policy, will be
considered by the full membership prior to implementation.
 To meet quarterly to discuss progress against the Group’s objectives and work plan
and fully engage in discussions and decision making.
 To discuss arising issues by teleconference and email to enable a timely response.
 To undertake political advocacy work such as communication with key influencers to
further the objectives of the OHA.
 To act as media spokesperson (if media trained) on behalf of the OHA
 To share information with OHA members on current policies and upcoming activities
relating to obesity policy, via the Secretariat.
 To feed back to Secretariat comments and where appropriate, actively sign up to
OHA documents in a timely manner.
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Members
 To share advance information with OHA members on current policies and upcoming
activities relating to obesity policy, via the Secretariat.
 To feed back to Secretariat comments and where appropriate, actively sign up to
OHA documents in a timely manner.
 To attend and participate in decision making at the Stakeholder Group meetings.
 To promote the work and messages of OHA to their members and stakeholders.
 To provide a yearly financial donation or other resource to support the running of
the OHA.
 To promptly update the member form on a yearly basis and report any new
partnership with industry to the secretariat throughout the year. The secretariat
should be notified a minimum of two weeks before any public announcements are
made.
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ACCOUNTABILITY
The Steering Group is accountable to all members involved regarding the progress achieved
against the joint policy position statement objectives.
The OHA Alliance Lead handles the Secretariat function of the alliance. The Alliance Lead is
accountable to the Steering Group and is hosted and line managed by one of the Steering
Group organisations on a rotating basis.
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SECRETARIAT
The Secretariat will carry out the administration and paper drafting required to achieve the
agreed actions of the Steering and Stakeholder Groups.
The Secretariat will:
 Work with the Steering Group to set objectives, strategies and work plans for the
OHA
 Coordinate policy development, communications and influencing activity
 Report to the Steering Group on progress and outcomes of activity
 Act as a central information point for all stakeholder organisations and share
information regarding progress and activities
 Organise the administration of Steering and Stakeholder Group meetings
 Chair Steering Group teleconferences, sub group meetings, draft agendas and
minutes, and circulate these prior and post the teleconferences respectively
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HOSTING
The OHA secretariat is hosted by one of the Steering Group members on a rotating basis. The
host organisation provides administrative capacity to the OHA including IT support, receipt of
funding, payment of suppliers and legal employment of the Alliance Lead.
The host organisation has no additional influence over OHA policy or strategy. All decisions
are made jointly by the full Steering Group. The Alliance Lead reports to the full Steering
Group and spends one day a week working from different Steering Group members’ offices.
Between March 2016 and February 2019, OHA was hosted by UK Health Forum. From
February 2019, OHA is hosted by Diabetes UK.
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10 MEETINGS
(1) Steering Group
The Steering Group will hold quarterly meetings which will be chaired by the Secretariat.
Draft agendas for these meetings will be circulated to the Steering Group the week before
for comments and amendments. A confirmed agenda will be sent to participants prior to the
meeting. Minutes will follow for comment and amendments within one week of the call. The
minutes are available to all members on request.
Teleconferences will be coordinated on an ad hoc basis to deal with emerging and/ or
contentious issues.
(2) Annual General Meeting
The Stakeholder Group will meet once a year with an AGM. The Secretariat will organise
these meetings.
Update teleconferences will be organised once a year for members to dial into to hear about
and feed into future plans.
11 INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
It is recognised that the work of OHA (including work resulting from grants to OHA) will
produce intellectual property rights, including without limitation: patents, rights to
inventions, trade marks, service marks, registered designs, copyrights, database rights,
design rights, rights to use and protect confidential information, in each case whether
registered or unregistered, including rights to apply for and be granted and applications for
any of the above, and any continuations, continuations-in-part, divisional applications,
renewals or extensions of, and rights to claim priority from, those rights, and any similar
right recognised from time to time in any jurisdiction, together with all rights of action in
relation to the infringement of any of the above (“Intellectual Property”). Intellectual
Property may be generated by the Alliance Lead, by one or more OHA members working
collaboratively on activities designated by the OHA Steering Group, by third parties engaged
by the host organisation on behalf of OHA to carry out work for OHA or through a
combination of these methods (“OHA IP”). As OHA cannot own Intellectual Property in its
own right, it is agreed that any OHA IP shall be co-owned in equal shares by the members of
OHA (such members being the members as at the date of creation of such OHA IP) as tenants
in common, subject to the conditions set out in these terms of reference.
Each OHA member shall have the non-exclusive right to use the OHA IP for its own not-forprofit purposes. No OHA member shall grant any rights to any third party over OHA IP or take
any other action reserved to the Steering Group below in respect of its share of OHA IP
without obtaining the prior consent of the Steering Group. The decision of the Steering
Group in respect of any OHA IP shall be final and binding on all OHA members and the OHA
members agree to take all actions and execute all documents reasonably required to give
effect to the decision of the OHA Steering Group at their own cost.
Each OHA member agrees that the Steering Group shall have the exclusive right to:
 approve the for-profit commercialisation of OHA IP by one or more OHA members;
 approve the grant of licences of OHA IP or the transfer, charge or assignment of OHA
IP to third parties (for example, for ease of grant administration, the OHA Steering
Group may approve the granting of non-exclusive licences to OHA IP by the host
institution to the grant funder if such licence is required as a condition of the grant);
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determine what protection, if any, may be filed, prosecuted or maintained for OHA
IP; and
determine what legal action, if any, may be taken to enforce or defend OHA IP.

Nothing in these terms of reference affects the ownership or rights to any Intellectual
Property owned by any OHA member prior to it joining OHA, or created, generated or arising
from any activity carried out independently of OHA.

12 REVIEW
These terms of reference will be reviewed on a yearly basis.
Last review date: February 2020
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